The effect of nonparabolicity on amplification of total-reflection-mode acoustic surface waves in piezoelectric semiconductor films has been investigated quantum mechanically in the gigahertzfrequency region. Numerical results show that the amplification coefficient oscillates with the frequency in the low-and high-frequency regions due to the intersubband transitions and these oscillations can be affected by the nonparabolicity of the energy band in semiconductors. Moreover, the amplification coefficient depends also on the electronic screening effect, the temperature, the applied electric field, and the thickness of semiconductor films.
I. INTRODUCTION
The interaction of elastic surface waves with conduction electrons in a piezoelectric semiconductor provides a useful tool to study the electronic band structure of solids.
Ip an elastic medium with a stress-free plane boundary, acoustic waves can be propagated along the boundary of an elastic half-space and reflected on the boundary. ' Thus the electrons localized in the surface region can be affected by the reflection of waves. When the sound velocity of the propagation of waves c lies between the transverse sound velocity c, and the longitudinal sound velocity c~, the longitudinal pressure wave will be totally reflected by the solid surface. ' This is called the total-reflection mode (TR mode) . It has been shown that the effect of nonparabolicity on amplification of surface waves becomes considerably important for the Rayleigh waves due to the nonlinear nature of the energy band in semiconductors. In piezoelectric semiconductors the interaction of elastic acoustic surface waves with conduction electrons is dominated by the deformation potential and piezoelectric fields. The deformation of the crystal due to the surface waves determines directly the deformation-potential force acting on the conduction electrons. On the other hand, the piezoelectric field, which is due to a polarization of the medium, can be found only by a self-consistent solution involving Maxwell's equations.
In this paper, we wish to investigate the arnplification characteristics of TR-mode acoustic surface waves in a piezoelectric semiconductor layer such as n-type GaAs using the quantummechanical treatment in the gigahertz-frequency region such that q/& 1, where q is the wave number of acoustic waves and I is the mean free path of electrons. In the calculation of the amplification coefficient of surface™mode waves, we make the following assumptions.
(1) The energy-band structure of the piezoelectric semiconductor is nonparabolic. 
II. ELECTRONIC STATES IN A THIN LAYER OF SEMICONDUCTORS FOR NONPARABOLIC BAND STRUCTURE
The configuration of the amplifier that we consider for amplification of the TR-mode acoustic surface waves is shown in Fig. 1(a) . A thin layer with the thickness d of a piezoelectric semiconductor is grown epitaxially on an insulating substrate with the same elastic properties as the semicondoctor layer. The Cartesian coordinates are fixed so that the material occupies the half-space z) 0 and has the stress-free surface parallel to the x-y plane. If a shear wave polarized in the vertical plane (SV wave) of a medium is incident upon the stress-free boundary surface, the SV wave and a pressure wave (I' wave) come out as reflected waves from the surface. The longitudinal P wave is totally reflected by the surface as shown in Fig. 1 From Eqs. (22) - (24), the amplification coefficient a; of TR-mode waves for the i-type electronic screening effect induced by the acoustic vibrations of longitudinal waves or transverse waves in the piezoelectric coupling can be obtained
where g' indicates a summation over n and n' with n&n' due to the Pauli exclusion principle, P(q)= z E&+p -(m /2q fi )[fuoJX -(q fi /2m*)], and Q(q, n, n')= , Ega"+(m*/2-q A )I Es[ficoJX -(q iii /2m*)](a"a")+ , Es(a"--a") I -.
Functions~h ""~a nd~P ""~a re given by
2A'
where A =aqd/ir and 8 =Pqd/ir. Figure 3 shows the amplification coefficients versus the drift parameter X (or the applied electric field E) with v=3 GHz.
It can be seen that there exists a maximum around X =9
(or E =80 V/cm) and the amplification coefficient de- creases with the drift parameter (or the applied electric field). We can also see that after passing the maximum point the amplification coefficient decreases monotonical- 
C3 ( n n ), and C4 are independent of X. It can be shown that there exist at most two local extrema in Eq. (28) . These extrema depend on the quantum numbers n and n'. Thus the nonparabolicity of the energy-band structure in semiconductors will affect these extrema. In Fig. 3 T~exp[ F(n, n ') /T-], where F(n, n') is independent of the temperature. The first factor T~comes from the dielectric function e;(q), " while the second factor exp[ -F(n, n')/T] is related to the energy band of semiconductors. Consequently, the temperature dependence of the amplification arises from the electronic screening effect and the effect of the nonparabolicity in semiconductors. The numerical analysis presented here, therefore, shows that the amplification coefficient depends on the temperature, the frequency of sound waves, the applied electric field, and the thickness of semiconductor films.
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